Using Microsoft Edge for UIR

Using IE mode

Microsoft Edge can be set up to load pages in Internet Explorer mode. This feature may be employed to use UIR in Edge.

Set up Edge to allow IE Mode
Open Edge and use the Tools menu to access settings.

Select Default Browser from the left pane
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Turn on Allow sites to be reloaded in Internet Explorer mode

Reload UIR in Internet Explorer mode

Navigate to UIR in Edge
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Go to Tools → More Tools and select Reload in Internet Explorer mode

The site will remain in Internet Explorer mode until you close that tab or reload the original page. If the banner isn’t visible, you can also verify that a site is in Internet Explorer mode by checking for the IE icon at the left of the address bar.

It is possible to Configure Edge to always load some sites in IE mode. However, this requires configuration, the creation and deployment of a site list, AND could adversely impact loading of other sites from the same server.